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ABSTRACT 
 
The present exercise was based on a Suo Moto Petition pending before the 
Hon’ble High Court of Bombay bearing No 2 of 2007, which had arisen on 
account of non-compliances observed against the requirements of the Solid 
Waste Management Rules 2016, by the various concerned Authorities. 
Accordingly, directions were issued by the Hon’ble High Court dated 
11/07/2019, wherin two nodal officers of Goa State Pollution Control Board 
(GSPCB) were nominated and directed to submit a verification Report of the 
status of the Solid Waste Management Rules 2016 in the state of Goa. This 
report  attempts to present a ground truthing  assessment  of  the regulatory 
compliances of the Solid waste Management Rules 2016 by local Authorities , 
within the state of Goa . A brief extract is provided below of the compliance 
status to the Hon’ble High Court’s  Order of 11/07/2019: 
 
Implementation of Hon’ble High Court Order dated 11/07/2019 : 
 
Sr. 
No. 

Office Ref 
Sr. 
No. 

Direction Action Taken Report 

1. GSPCB 
GWMC 
 

(i) Augmentation of Saligao Waste 
Management Plans 
The Goa State Pollution Control Board 
shall consider and dispose of the State’s 
application for consent to operate the 
additional 50 TPD capacity of Saligao 
waste management facility within a period 
of four weeks from today; 

CTO GRANTED on 
22/08/2019 vide Consent 
No 12/2019-
PCB/264038/R0002224 
valid till 12/07/2024 for 150 
TPD 

2. GSPCB (vii) Segregation, collection, returns etc of 
the Solid Waste by local bodies. 
The Goa State Pollution Control Board 
shall seek detailed reports from all 
concerned local bodies within the State 
including Municipal Corporation of Panaji 
all Municipal Councils and Villages 
Panchayat in Goa concerning particulars as 
informed to the Court in specified form; 

Board Format  (at Annex I  
Solid Waste Compliance 
Questionairre ) was uploaded 
on GSPCB website on 
18/07/19 .  DoP/DMA were 
informed  of the same and 
were requested to submit the 
forms duly filled by 
23/07/19. Last filled in 
format  submitted by 
concerned Local Authority 
was 16/09/19 

3. GSPCB (viii) These particulars shall include 
(i) Number of households/ commercial 

establishment/ hotels and restaurants 
/hotels and restaurants/ multi dwelling 
units within the jurisdiction of such 
local bodies,  

(ii) lands available within their 
jurisdictions for compositing as well as 
for material recovery facilities,  

Same as Sr. 2 

 



Sr. 
No. 

Office Sr. 
No. 

Direction Action Taken Report 

   (iii) present arrangements which 
such local bodies have for 
collection, transportation and 
treatment of garbage including a 
weekly collection plan ward-wise 
of segregated waste such 
information shall be sought by the 
Board within a period of two 
weeks from today; 

 

4. GSPCB (ix) On receipt of this information from 
local bodies, the Pollution Control 
Board shall organize independent 
verification of actual status at site 
vis-a-vis particulars furnished by 
the local bodies with a view to 
ensure effective management of 
solid waste within the jurisdiction 
of local bodies. 

Random inspections were initiated 
on 05/08/19  in all  V.P./Municipals 
and CCP  in all 12  Taluks Salcette, 
Mormugao, Canacona, Sanguem, 
Quepem, Dharbondra,  Bardez, 
Tiswadi,Sattari,Ponda, Pernem, 
Bicholim,  
Board Verification inspections  
were completed on 20/09/19. 
Please refer Annex II: Status of 
Submission and verification 

5. GSPCB (x) Mrs. Connie Fernandes, Scientist 
‘C’ GSPCB and Mr. Sanjeev 
Joglekar, environmental Engineer, 
GSPCB are designated as officer 
who shall be responsible for 
effective verification referred to in 
the clause above. These officers 
shall ensure that the entire 
verification exercise is 
accomplished within a period of 
eight weeks from today. 

Same as Sr 4- 
Please refer Annex II: Status of 
Submission and verification 

6. GWMC 
BDO 
DOP 
DMA 

(xi) The agencies of the State 
Government including Goa Solid 
Waste management Corporation, 
Block Development Officers, 
Director of Panchayats and Director 
of Municipal Administration shall 
render all necessary assistance and 
local support to the officer of the  
Board for conducting the exercise of 
verification. 

Necessary assistance was 
provided by GWMC with local 
support from DoP and DMA 

7.  (xii) After the verification exercise, a 
detailed report shall be presented to 
the Court of the findings of the two 
officers on such verification. 
Detailed directions to individual 
local bodies shall be considered by 
the Court as and when such report is 
presented to it; 

VERIFICATIONREPORT OF 
THE STATUS OF THE SOLID 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 
RULES, 2016 
IN THE STATE OF GOA –
Submitted on 18/10/19 



 
Sr. 
No. 

Office Sr. No. Direction Action Taken Report 

8. GSPCB (xiii) In the meantime, the Pollution 
Control Board itself would 
formulate, based on the 
verification carried out by it, 
requisite directions to be issued 
to individual local bodies with a 
view to see that the directions to 
this Court 
And various statutory provisions 
bearing on the subject of solid 
waste disposal are complied 
with. This exercise shall be 
completed by the Pollution 
Control Board within a period 
of four weeks of the verification 
referred to above; 

Based on completed 
verification findings, 
Issuance of Directions in 
progress Please refer 
Annex II: Status of 
Submission and 
verification  

9. GSPCB (xiv) Setting up of MRF- Pollution 
Board consent. 
So far as local material recovery 
facilities are concerned, the 
existing pending applications of 
local bodies (10nos.) for setting 
up of such facilities/ units shall 
be processed and disposed of by 
the Pollution Control Board 
within a period of two weeks 
from today; 

Pls refer Annex III Status 
of MRF applications 
Applications received: 99 
Issued: 69 ,  
In Process:12,  
Rejected:18  as incomplete 
concerned local Authority 
has been informed. 
 

10. GSPCB (xv) All future applications to be 
made by local bodies for setting 
up of such sites within their 
jurisdiction shall be processed 
and disposed of by the Pollution 
Control Board within a period 
of four weeks of making of the 
applications; 

Being processed within a 
period of four weeks of 
satisfactory receipt of 
applications  

11. GWMC (xvi) Plastic to fuel plant 
Non- recyclable waste collected 
at MRF sites shall be sent so as 
far as possible to the plastic to 
fuel plant to be commissioned 
by the State Government at 
Pernem. Till that plant is 
commissioned plastic waste 
shall be continued to be sent to 
the cement factory in Karnataka 
for incineration as is being done 
presently. It is made clear that  

Board has granted CtE to 
M/s M.K.Aromatics 
Limited, Survey No 
310/1A, Pernem 
Municipal Council SWM 
facility, Penem vide No 
5/8392/18-PCB /CI-5463 
dtd 25/03/19  with validity   
for 3 years  



 
Sr. 
No. 

Office Sr. 
No. 

Direction Action Taken Report 

   even after commissioning of the 
plastic to fuel plant at Pernem, the 
other non- recyclable dry waste (i.e. 
other than plastic) shall be continued 
to be sent to the cement factory in 
Karnataka until further orders; 

 

12. GSPCB 
DMA 
DOP 

(xviii) Identification of waste Collection/ 
recycling agents. 
The Board shall require individual 
local authorities to identify such waste 
collection agents or recyclers and 
submit a list therof with their 
respective modes of recycling within 
their respective areas of jurisdiction 
within two weeks from today 

The said requisition 
was sought from the 
local authorities vide 
Board format uploaded 
(refer serial no.2. 
Reminder has been sent 
to DoP /DMA vide 
no.1/20/19-
PCB/Tech/7913 dated 
11/9/2019. Reply 
awaited. 

13. GSPCB 
DOP 
DMA 

(xix) The Pollution Control Board shall 
requisition these particulars from local 
authorities either by publishing a 
notice on its website or by Individual 
notices addressed to particular local 
authorities. The Pollution control 
Board may also enlist the assistance 
of Directorate of Panchayats as well 
as the Director of Municipal 
Administration for communicating 
this requisition to local bodies in Goa. 
The information shall be called for 
within a period of 15 days from the 
date of the requisition; 

Please refer serial 12 

14 DOP 
GSPCB 

(xx) Composting facilities. 
So far as organic waste is concerned 
all local bodies who have not so far 
set up any composting facility within 
their jurisdiction shall be required to 
make necessary applications to the 
Board to facilities setting up of such 
facilities as expeditiously as possible 
and in any event, within a period of 
four weeks from today; 

A few have been 
applied for OWC 
facilities. –The same 
have been rejected as 
not meeting Board’ 
siting guidelines as per 
Agenda 11 of the  117th 
Board meeting 
Concerned Local 
Authority has been so 
informed -In 
process.Refer Annexure 
VI: Status of applications 
for Composting facilities 

 
 



Sr. 
No. 

Office Sr. 
No. 

Direction Action Taken 
Report 

15 
 

GSPCB 
DMA 

(xxi) As and when applications are received , 
within four weeks of receipt of such 
applications, the Board shall carry out a 
detailed site inspection and on verification 
of the applications, grant permission as per 
law. 

Same as Sr.10 and 
14. 

16   Whilst Considering these applications, the 
Board may consider number of sites per 
local body or a composite site for a group 
of local bodies, depending upon the 
number of households/ commercial 
establishments/ hotels and restaurant/ 
multi dwelling units within the jurisdiction 
of the respective local bodies. 

In process 

17 CCP 
DOP 
GSPCB 
DMA 

(xxiv) Door to Door collection 
All local bodies in the State of Goa 
including the Municipal Corporation of 
Panaji all Municipal Councils and Village 
Panchayat are directed to comply with the 
directions made in this order and any 
requisition that may be made to them by 
the Goa State Pollution Control Board, in 
pursuance of this order, keeping to the 
respective time lines in that behalf. All 
local bodies shall ensure door to door 
collection of segregated garbage as a 
primary responsibility. Any violation on 
the part of the local bodies in this behalf 
shall be viewed as a breach of the orders 
of the Court; 

Same as Sr. 8 

23 GSPCB 
DOP 
DMA 
CCP 

(xxv) Black spots 
In particular, it shall be the duty of each 
local body in the State to identify ‘black 
spots’ ( garbage dumps) and ensure that 
these are eradicated and sites cleared of 
garbage within three weeks from today. 
Clearance of the site shall be reported to 
the Pollution Control Board; 

The verification 
exercises 
conducted by the 
Board has indicated 
that Black spots 
though being 
cleared by local 
Authority are a 
recurring problem 
and need to be 
addressed with a 
more reliable real 
time monitoring 
mechanism or  real 
time surveillance  . 

 
 
 



Sr. 
No. 

Office Sr. No. Direction Action Taken Report 

24 GSPCB (xxvi) NGOs participation 
Learned Amicus Curiae has offered 
to identify local NGOs and 
individuals in the jurisdiction of 
different local bodies, who could be 
roped in for periodical reports on 
compliance of these directions to the 
Pollution control Board as well as 
this Court. Suitable directions in this 
behalf would be considered after 
such NGOs and individuals are 
identified 

Feedback  from  
Learned Amicus 
Curiae is awaited 

25 GSPCB 
DOP 
DMA 

(xxxiii) Learned Amicus curiae shall prepare 
a draft within a period of six weeks 
from today. The draft shall be 
circulated to the State as well as the 
Pollution Control Board and the 
Director of Panchayat and Director 
of Municipal Administration for 
onward publication to respective 
stakeholders. The draft shall be 
considered and all stakeholders shall 
be heard in that behalf on the next 
date; 

Same as Sr 24 

26 GSPCB 
GWMC 

(xxxiv) Awareness Camps 
The Goa State Pollution Control 
Board, in cor-ordination with Goa 
state Waste Management 
Corporation, shall carry out public 
awareness camps within the 
jurisdiction of local bodies to create 
awareness about the directions of the 
Court and statutory provisions of 
waste disposal. Such programmes 
shall be undertaken at various levels, 
such as schools, colleges, residents 
camps, workshops for Panchayat 
officials etc. A report of such 
workshops conducted between today 
and the next date of hearing shall be 
given to the Court on the next date; 

GSPCB had sought the 
said information from 
GWMC  vide letter No 
Letter No 1/20/17-
PCB/Tech/6034 dtd 
17/07/2019: 
 GWMC has informed 
on the  ongoing process 
of awareness   with 
supporting documents  
area wise vide letter No 
GWMC/Tech/150/2019-
20/454 dtd 23-07-2019- 
In Process 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION: 

 Goa, located   on the west coast of India, is a major tourist destination. The 

boundaries of Goa State are defined in the North Terekhol river which 

separates it from Maharashtra, in the East and South by Karnataka State and 

West by Arabian Sea. Goa has a coastline of about 104 kms and inland 

wasteways of about 250 km. Goa’s  area measures 3702 Km2 and as per 

Census 2011, the total population of Goa was 14.56  lakhs, with a population 

Density of 394 persons/km2. Coupled with a floating population of around 

80lakhs per annum comprising tourists and migrants1, this increases the state 

population Density to 448 persons/km2.  

 Goa covers an area of 3702 square kilometers and comprises two Revenue 

districts viz North Goa and South Goa. Each district is administered by a 

District Collector, appointed by the Indian government. 

Panaji is the headquarters of North Goa district . North Goa is further divided 

five Taluks –Tiswadi (Panaji), Bardez (Mapusa), Pernem, Bicholim, and  Sattari 

 (Valpoi). 

Margao is the headquarters of South Goa district.South Goa is further divided 

into seven taluks , Ponda , (Ponda Taluka shifted from North Goa to South Goa 

in January 2015) Mormugao, Salcete (Margao), Quepem, and Canacona  

(Chaudi), Sanguem, and Dharbandora. There are thirteen Municipal Councils: 

Seven in S. Goa  i.eMargao, Mormugao (including Vasco da Gama), Cuncolim , 

Quepem,Curchorem, Sanguem, Pondaand Canacona. And  six Municipal 

Councils  in N.Goa namely Pernem, Mapusa, Bicholim, Sanquelim, Valpoi, 

Ponda. Panaji is the only Municipal Corporation in Goa i.e. Corporation of the 

City of Panjim (CCP).Goa's major Municipalities  are located in the South Goa 

District and include Mormugao(Vasco-da-Gama) , Margao , Mapusa and Ponda 

with a single major Municipal Corporation, Panaji. 

 Directorate of Panchayats  and the Directorate of Municipal Administrations 

oversee the entire administration of the Village Panchayats, Block Development 

Offices, Offices of the Dy. Director of Panchayats and the Zilla Panchayats and 

the Municipalities  and their related functions respectively .  

 As per Census 2011, of Goa’s  total population of  14.59 Lakhs,  62.17% 

people live in urban area . i.e. 9.06814 lakhs . This indicates  that the  urban 

population has increased by 62.17 percent since the last Census 2001. The  
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upcoming  census may indicate a further substantial increase, in urbanization 

figures, though the population growth has been found  reduced by approx. 

45% in  census 2011.  As per Census 2011, Goa is stated to  not have a  city 

having population above 1 Lakh, however the same may not be true as on  

date , as Mormugao  Municipality  has declared a population of 154561 during 

the said exercise.(Please refer Annexure IV:The Solid Waste Compliance In The 

State Of Goa) 

 Table 01 : Goa Census 2011 Vs 2001 

 Description Census 2011 Census 2001 

 Area(Km2) 3,702 3,702 

 Approximate Population 14.59 Lakhs 13.48 Lakh 

 Actual Population 1,458,545 1,347,668 

 Population Growth 8.23% 14.89% 

 Density/km2 394 364 

 The Administrative divisions & Population Details of Goa  and District is 

provided in Table 02:Administrative divisions & Population Details of Goa 

Table 02: Administrative divisions & Population Details of Goa 

Divisions 
CC/ 
MC 

(nos.) 

VP 
(nos.) 

Total 
Population 

(nos.) 

Urban Population Rural Population 

(nos.) % (nos.) % 

North Goa 
District 

7 121 8,80,955 5,73,485 65% 3,07,470 35 

Bardez 1 33 2,57,274 1,84,301 72% 72,973 28 
Bicholim 2 18 1,04,879 50,274 48% 54,605 52 
Pernem 1 20 79,744 31,600 40% 48,144 60 
Ponda 1 19 1,80,047 1,25,438 70% 54,609 30 
Sattari 1 12 69,295 19,415 28% 49,880 72 
Tiswadi 1 19 189716 162457 86% 27,259 14 
South Goa 
District 7 69 6,99,553 4,74,615 68% 2,26,955 32 

Canacona 1 7 47,917 13,210 28% 34,707 72 
Dharbandora 0 5 27,941 0 0% 27,941 100 
Mormugao 1 9 1,88,291 1,63,435 87% 24,855 13 
Salcette 2 30 3,06,469 2,30,333 75% 76,136 25 
Sanguem 1 7 40,804 17,173 42% 25,649 63 
Quepem 2 11 88,131 50,464 57% 37,667 43 
Total for State 14 191 15,80,508 10,46,764 66% 5,33,744 34 

Source: Census of India & Population Projections for 20182 

 . In addition to residential population ,  Goa being a major tourist attraction, 
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has an influx of both domestic and foreign tourists including migrants 

population from other States of the country for multiple unskilled & informal 

employment opportunities, collectively considered as the floating population . 

The average  tourist influx  population of Goa  is almost five times  its 

resident population (Refer Table 03  below). Translated into solid waste 

generation , it would amount to approx. 7.42 T/d of additional solid waste 

generation and its overall management for the local authorities in the urban 

as well as the rural areas would be considerable. The data from the Goa 

Tourism Dept is given below in Table 03   

 
  Table 03: Tourist Arrival Statistics   

Year Domestic Foreign Total Percentage 
2012 2337499 450530 2788029 4.38 
2013 2629151 492322 3121473 11.96 
2014 3544634 513592 4058226 30.01 
2015 4756422 541480 5297902 30.55 
2016 5650061 680683 6330744 19.5 
2017 6895234 890459 7785693 22.98 
2018 7081559 933841 8015400 2.95 

2019 (P) 
Upto May 
2019 

2272002 
447152 

 
2719154 

 
  
  

AVERAGE (2012 till May2019) 5014578 
Source http://www.goatourism.gov.in/statistics/333 
 
 
1.1 IMPORTANCE OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT: 

 Solid waste management is a grave concern in society,, as it has a 

direct impact on the health, environment, quality of life of the 

communities  and on the aesthetics of the community living. Earlier 

the same was governed by the Municipal Solid Waste (Management & 

Handling) Rules, 2000,applicable to Municipal Authorities. However, 

the rules were not found implemented as required , an approach 

noted very seriously by the National Green Tribunal(NGT)  of India. A 

survey of compliance of Municipal Solid Waste  Rules, 2000 by class-I 

cities in India was carried out and it was revealed that even after 

deadline of three years given under the rules was over, only about 9% 
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waste was treated and less than 1.5% waste was disposed3. In year 

2013, the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) reported that only 

68% waste was being collected in the urban areas in the country. Out 

of total waste generated, about 19% waste was being treated and a 

very insignificant portion of 1.6% waste was being disposed off in a 

scientific manner.3 

The Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change (MoEFCC), 

decided to bridge the gaps noticed in the implementation of the rules 

and revised rules namely Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016, which 

came into effect on 8th April’2016. 

 With the new Solid Waste Management Rules, 2016 now all local 

authorities including Village Panchayats,  notified areas, notified 

industrial townships, areas under the control of Indian Railways, 

airports, airbases, ports and harbours, defence establishments, 

special economic zones, state and central government organizations, 

places of pilgrims, places of religious & historical importance as may 

be notified by respective state government from time to time and to 

every domestic, institutional, commercial and any other non 

residential solid waste generator situated in the India covered under 

the rules as well as the individual waste generator is required to 

discharge his obligations as specified in the Rule 4& 15  of the said 

Rules. 

2.0 DEFINITIONS 

 In order to understand the Solid Waste Management Status as per 

TheSolid Waste Management Rules, 2016,  a few base explanations 

for the purpose of understanding ( which may or may not be covered 

under  a standard definition in the said Rules ) , may  be additionally 

considered 

i Materials recovery facility– a facility where dry civic solid waste is  

stored as recyclable and non recyclable fractions  , the former is 

eventually sold to Authorized recycling agencies or manufacturing 
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units and the latter   waste is processed ,separated and  recovered 

using manual and/or mechanical means , which then  are baled, 

temporarily stored, and sent to the RDF facility. The remaining 

residual inert  wastes can  then be  disposed of into a sanitary landfill, 

as per CPCB guidelines. 

Recovered  materials may include paper, cardboard, rubber, glass ( 

including broken glass,  which  it needs to be handled separately)  , 

plastics, metals, thermocol and  textiles. This facility should have 

sufficient space for sorting and  storing  for atleast 5 working days  or 

as defined by GWMC for  the sorted  recyclable materials  till 

clearance by an authorized recycler . 

ii Residuals  are civic waste materials with no commercial value that 

are left out after the segregation /processing of civic waste  and  

includes inerts that have no toxic levels as defined in the Hazardous 

waste Rules 2018 as amended ( e.g. soil , grit, ceramic etc) 

iii Recycler/Re-user: A SPCB Authorized agency  having necessary 

equipment required for the sound  handling, collection, reception, 

storage, transportation,  recycling, treatment and final disposal of 

civic waste to  produce the same or a secondary materials that can be 

used again 

iv Waste Collector is a competent agency or person , having the 

necessary tools to collect waste as required under the Solid Waste 

Management rules 2016, and is authorized by the SPCB as well as 

local Authority of the area in which it intends to  operate, so as   

to collect and hand over  waste  materials to an SPCB Authorized 

waste treatment facility in order to facilitate effective, transport, 

treatment and final disposal of the civic waste  

v Waste Transporter is  a competent  agency or person authorized by 

the SPCB as well as local Authority of the area in which it intends to  

operate  to receive and transport  waste  through the use of a leak 

proof  enclosed container and fitted with a leachate collection device 
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vi Waste storage is temporary arrangement for waste retention in the 

GSPCB Authorized waste facility storage areas   and should not 

exceed 24hrs post collection for wet waste and immediately after the 

specified quantity of the carrier is achieved. It  should make use of 

suitable receptacles , of different capacities as felt required , with  

clear identification of waste type for storage  , (such as plastic bags & 

sacks (only for Dry waste ) ; cans; native baskets (for garden waste 

only) ; and bins made from metal,  concrete or HDPE). Bins for 

storage of  specific waste should be color coded  as notified in the 

SWMR 2016, and universally followed within the state of Goa. 

vii Mass balance – an application of the conservation of mass  (wet and 

dry) in solid waste management, where the quantity of inputs and 

outputs of the solid waste stream is  estimated in order to ensure 

total waste handling and  to guide further  planning and operation. 

vii Census town is one which is not statutorily notified and administered 

as a town, in India but nevertheless whose population has attained 

urban characteristics. They are characterized by the following: 

Population exceeds 5,000. At least 75% of main male working 

population is employed outside the agricultural sector 

viii Unit is a temporary or permanent  inhabitation in the form of  Single 

Dwelling Units, multi dwelling units, rented rooms, commercial 

establishments like restaurants, hotels , street vendors, shops, and 

related , industrial establishments like Industrial Estates  and related , 

service rendering organizations like Government Departments, 

educational and religious Institutes, wedding venues, catering 

agencies , etc. 

ix Black Spot is defined as an undesignated  place or area  consisting of 

incorrect deposition  of waste or garbage ,  causing pollution, with the 

potential to create  a major risk  to the environment, and is cause for 

concern and an offense to one’s senses. 

x Inerts: For the purpose of understanding, inerts include  coarse 
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gravel (80-20 mm), Fine gravel (20-4.5 mm) Course sand  (4.75-

2.36mm), Medium Sand  (2.36-0.425 mm), Fine sand (0.425-0.075), 

silt & clay (<0.075mm) , (Excluding topsoil, peat  ,soil and stones 

from contaminated sites)  , concrete, bricks, tiles ,Waste glass based 

fibrous material without organic binders   and ceramic.  

xi Waste handling facilities as defined in Rule 3(22) of theSolid Waste 

Management Rules 2016, and includes waste transporting process. 

xii Stall is  a stand, booth, or compartment , with or without wheels  for 

the sale of goods in a authorized  area. 

2.1 OBJECTIVES: 

 The objective of the said study was to verify the adequacy of the 

existing waste treatment facilities and arrangements by local 

bodies for collection, transportation and treatment of garbage 

including a weekly collection plan ward wise of segregated waste in 

the State of Goa, with a view to ensure effective management of 

solid waste within the jurisdiction of the local bodies, 

2.2 METHODOLOGY 

 In order to achieve the objectives as mentioned above 

 1. The Goa State Pollution Control Board issued a format to the local 

bodies which as put up on the GSPCB website and forwarded to DMA 

and DoP. In order to seek the relevant information from the local 

bodies. 

2. On receipt of the duly filled formats by the local authorities the 

GSPCB along with GWMC, DMA and DoP inspected the concerned local 

Authorities to verify the status at the ground level. 

3. These inspection reports were then verified by the designated 

Board Officials in terms of the directions of the High court as 

contained in order dated 11.07.2019 passed in SMWP/2/2007 for 

verifying the adequacy of the existing waste treatment facilities 

and arrangements by local bodies for collection, transportation and 

treatment of garbage including a waste management  plan of 
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segregated waste in the State of Goa, with a view to ensure 

effective management of solid waste within the jurisdiction of the 

local bodies and issuance of directions so as to ensure compliance 

with the solid waste management Rules.2016.  

4. The assessment as adopted by NEERI(Kumar S et al,) was used 

to calculate the waste generated per person per day vis–a-vis the 

declared waste generation by the local bodies. 

An assessment  by NEERI4estimated that the per capita waste 

generation of cities with a population <0.1 million ( 1 Lakh ) based on 

a 8 city  study in India states that waste generation ranged from 0.17 

to 0.54 Kg/capita/day, of which further characterization indicated that 

waste consists of 30-45 % organic matter, 6-10 % Recyclables and 

the remainder as inert . As the study was of  2009, and due to the 

increased urbanization observed since then  , the upper values have 

been considered, which was also in line with the submission of the 

state in the O/a 606/2018  . Based on the above submission , in the 

absence of factual data for the state of Goa , the characterization 

applied was as follows4:  

Wet waste :  45 %i.e 0.243 Kg/person/day 

Dry waste : 55% i.e. 0.297Kg/person/day 

3.0 SOLID WASTE HANDLING IN GOA: OBSERVATIONS & DISCUSSIONS 

 Urban Local Bodies: 

1. City Corporation of Panaji.  

 As per the reports submitted by the corporation, the 

corporation consists of 30 wards with a population of 

40,017.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 50,000 kg per day. Out of which the waste 

actually collected is 42000kg per day. Given the 

population of 40017 the estimated waste generated is 

21,609kg per day however it is observed that the waste 
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collection is higher than the estimated waste generation 

which indicates that the corporation is collecting waste 

from bulk waste generators such as hotels, off shore 

casinos , restaurants and can also be attributed to the 

floating population.  

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

corporation has a dry waste sorting centre of 7 T per day 

and a facility for treatment of wet waste for 18.5 T per 

day which is not adequate to cater to the waste generated 

as declared by the Corporation.  

 In order to address this situation, the Corporation should 

refrain from collecting waste from bulk waste generators 

wherever these facilities can be installed by the bulk 

waste generators by themselves. 

 They should additionally set up  a treatment plant of 10 T 

per day capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to 

handle 20 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Corporation has engaged their own laborers to collect 

the waste.  

 They have 35 vehicles, the trucks involed in collection of 

waste  require to install leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above 9 black spots were observed 

which is being addressed and as informed they keep 

recurring. The CCP may monitor these black spots by 

imposing fine, patrolling, displaying sign boards.   

 The corporation also has 4 legacy dumps that is being 
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covered under the GWMC bioremediation program. 

2. Mapuca Municipal Council.  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 20 wards with a population of 

39989.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 25000 kg per day, of which the total waste 

collected  is 25000 kg/d. Given the population ,the 

estimated waste generated should have been  21594 

Kg/d,  hence, it is observed that the waste collection is 

more than  the estimated waste generated .  The 

Municipality is collecting waste from bulk waste generators 

such as hotels and restaurants. Further the municipal area 

has a large no. of  bulk waste generator like markets and 

floating population . The waste generation would be much 

higher than the actual declared waste generated. 

 With regards to solid waste  treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality  has a dry waste sorting centre of 8 T per day  

and composting pits   facility for treatment of wet waste  

for 77.44 T/d . They also have a proposal  for setting up 

an additional MRF of 16 T/d which should  be  adequate to 

cater to the waste generated as declared by the 

Municipality. However , it was noted that as per the 

submission of the Municipality, the said composting pits   

facility for treatment of wet waste  for 77.44 T/d is within 

an area of on 470.5 m2 appears to be inadequate for the 

capacity cited. 

 The  Municipality should  refrain from collecting of wet 

waste from bulk waste generators wherever these 

facilities can be installed by the bulk waste generators by 

themselves. 
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 They should additionally also set up a treatment plant of 

15  T/d capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to 

handle additional 20 T/d . 

 The area and the technology for operating  up these 

facilities may be done in consultation with DMA and 

GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged contractors , namely M/s 

Shantaram Yadav from Cunchelim to handle waste in their 

jurisdiction.  

 They have 13 vehicles engaged in solid waste handling 

including 02 Nos Compactors , 03 Nos, Dome truck   , 02 

Nos Tippers , 06 Nos Rickshaw hopper . The vehicles need 

to install leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

  In addition to the above 14 black spots were observed 

which is being addressed and as informed they keep 

recurring. The Municipality may monitor these black spots 

by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality has 01  legacy dump  that is being 

covered under the GWMC bioremediation program. 

3. Margao Municipal Council.  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 25 wards with a population of 

100000.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 50,000 kg per day and the same is  collected. 

Given the population of 100000 the estimated waste 

generated should have been  54000 Kg/d,  however it is 

observed that the waste collection is less than  the 
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estimated waste generation .However  the Municipality 

also has bulk waste generators such as hotels and 

restaurants, whole sale markets, ( fish, vegetable, fruits 

and other   restaurants , and floating population, hence  

would be generating a higher quantity of waste.  

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality has a  third party windrows facility   operated 

by M/s Consortium of Sociadade de Fomento Industrial Pvt 

Ltd . As submitted by the Municipality  , the windrows 

facilty operated by  M/s Consortium of Sociadade de 

Fomento Industrial Pvt Ltd is stated to have a  capacity of  

75 T/d  for treatment of wet waste . However the GSPCB 

Consent to operate  issued to the  M/s Consortium of 

Sociadade de Fomento Industrial Pvt Ltd vide CTO No 

5/5620/12-PCB/CI-3710 dated 29-08-2017 valid till 20-

06-20, is granted for organic composting of 10 T/d of wet 

waste  , whereas the unit is treating approx.30-35 T/d of 

wet waste as per records submitted. The municipality also 

has a dry waste sorting centre of 5 T /d operating within  

the premises of  M/s Consortium of Sociadade de Fomento 

Industrial Pvt Ltd  and  which is not  adequate to cater to 

the dry waste generated within the municipality  . 

 In order to address this situation, the Municipality should  

refrain from collecting waste from bulk waste generators 

wherever these facilities can be installed by the bulk waste 

generators by themselves. 

 They should  set up an additional  treatment plants  of 25 

T per day capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to 

handle 30 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 
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 The Municipality  has engaged their own laborers to collect 

the waste.  

 They have 17 vehicles including compactors.  The vehicles 

utilized for solid waste collection require to install leachate 

collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above 70 black spots were observed 

which is being addressed and as informed they keep 

recurring. The Municipality may monitor these black spots 

by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality also has 1 legacy dumps that is being 

covered under the GWMC bioremediation program. The 

GSPCB has also issued a penalty under  Polluter Pays 

Principle  vide Directions No 1/25/19-PCB/Legal/6947 dtd 

01-08-2019  due to the non compliances observed by the 

municipality at the dump site. 

4. Mormugao Municipal Council.  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 25 wards with a population of 

154561.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 36,000 kg per day, of which the waste 

collected is not specified . Given the population ,the 

estimated waste generated should have been  83463 

Kg/d,  however it is observed that the waste collection is 

lesser than  the estimated waste generation  Further ,  the 

Municipality also has bulk waste generators such as hotels 

and restaurants, whole sale markets, (fish,  vegetable, 

fruits) , restaurants , and floating population, hence  
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would be generating a higher quantity of waste.  

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipaity  have stated that they have  a dry waste 

sorting centre of 8 T per day and a biogas facility for 

treatment of wet waste for 5 T/d which is not adequate to 

cater to the waste generated as declared by the 

Municipality.  

 The Municipality should  refrain from collecting waste from 

bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can be 

installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 They should  set up additional  treatment plants  of 35 T 

per day capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to 

handle 40 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged their own laborers to 

collect the waste and also engaged the following 

contractors , namely M/s Salim Bhagwale/ M/s Karan 

Kumar Kiran/ M/s Bapu Environmental Services.  

 They have 5 compactors and 4 open trucks, 7 Ace pick ups 

vehicles and    handcarts  .  The vehicles need to install 

leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above, 19 black spots were observed 

which is being addressed and as informed they keep 

recurring. The Municipality may monitor these black spots 

by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality also has 1 legacy dump that is being 

covered under the GWMC bioremediation program. 
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5.  Ponda Municipal Council.  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 15 wards with a population of 

22654.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 13300 kg per day,  of which 13300 Kg/d of 

waste  is collected . Given the population ,the estimated 

waste generated should have been  12239 Kg/d,  however 

it is observed that the waste collection is more than  the 

estimated waste generation .The Municipality is collecting 

waste from bulk waste generators such as hotels and 

restaurants and can also be attributed to the floating 

population.  

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality  has a dry waste sorting centre of an 

unspecified capacity  and a windrows   facility for 

treatment of wet waste of 14 T/d capacity which is 

adequate to cater to the wet waste generated as declared 

by the Municipality.  

 In order to address this situation, the Municipality should  

refrain from collecting waste from bulk waste generators 

wherever these facilities can be installed by the bulk waste 

generators by themselves. 

 They should additionally   set up of treatment plant for  

MRF to handle 7.5 T per day of dry waste . 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged their own laborers to 

collect the waste . 

 They have 18 motorized vehicles , details not specified.  

The vehicles need to install leachate collection tanks . 
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 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above 2 black spots were observed 

which is being addressed and as informed they keep 

recurring. The Municipality may monitor these black spots 

by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality does not have  legacy dumps. 

6. Curchorem-Cacora Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 14 wards with a population of 

14795.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 14000 kg per day of which the dry waste 

collected  is 8000 kg/d. Given the population ,the 

estimated waste generated should have been  7989.3 

Kg/d,  however it is observed that the waste collection is 

more than  the estimated waste generation .The 

Municipality is collecting waste from bulk waste generators 

such as hotels and restaurants and can also be attributed 

to the floating population.  

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipaity  is sending collected dry waste to the GWMC 

dry waste sorting centre at Cacora and windrow   facility 

for treatment of wet waste.  

 In order to address this situation, the Municipality should 

refrain from collecting waste from bulk waste generators 

wherever these facilities can be installed by the bulk waste 

generators by themselves. 

 They could also consider setting up of an additional 

treatment plant  capacity of 7.5 T per day for 
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biodegradable waste and a MRF to handle additional 8.0 T 

per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged their own laborers to 

collect the waste . 

 They have Rear loading , Tipper truck.  

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above there are no black spots 

observed. The Municipality may monitor their areas to 

ensure that there are no black spots  by imposing fine, 

patrolling, displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality does not have  legacy dumps 

7. Quepem Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 11 wards with a population of 

14777.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 4000 kg per day of which the waste collected 

is 4000 kg/d. Given the population ,the estimated waste 

generated should have been  7979.58 Kg/d,  however it is 

observed that the waste collection is less  than  the 

estimated waste generation . 

  With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality has a dry waste sorting centre of 4 T per day 

and windrows  facility for treatment of wet waste of 2.5 

T/d which is not adequate to cater to the waste generated 

as declared by the Municipality.  

 The Municipality should  refrain from collecting waste from 
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bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can be 

installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 They should  also consider setting up of an additional 

treatment facility  of 2.0 T per day capacity for 

biodegradable waste and a MRF to handle additional 1.0 T 

per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged their own laborers to 

collect the waste . 

 They have vehicles however details not made available  .  

The vehicles need to install leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above no black spots were observed.  

The Municipality may monitor their areas to ensure that 

there are no black spots  by imposing fine, patrolling, 

displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality does not have  legacy dumps. 

8. Cuncolim Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 12 wards with a population of 

16623.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 3300 kg per day of which the waste collected 

is 3300 kg/d. Given the population ,the estimated waste 

generated should have been  8976.42 Kg/d,  however it is 

observed that the waste collection is less  than  the 

estimated waste generation .  

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 
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Municipality has  a dry waste sorting centre  (capacity not 

specified)  and windrows facility of capcity 10T/d for 

treatment of wet waste , which is adequate to cater to the 

waste generated as declared by the Municipality.  

 The Municipality should refrain from collecting waste from 

bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can be 

installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 They should also additionally set up a MRF to handle 5.0 T 

per day of dry waste . 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged their own laborers to 

collect the waste and also engaged the following 

contractors , namely M/s Sampurn earth.  

 They have waste collection vehicles i.e.  4 No.s of Tata ace  

& 01 Tata mini  truck . The vehicles need to install 

leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above no black spots were observed.  

The Municipality may monitor their areas to ensure that 

there are no black spots  by imposing fine, patrolling, 

displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality has 1  legacy dumps  that is being 

covered under the GWMC bioremediation program. 

9. Sanquelim Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 13 wards with a population of 

13043.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 
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generated is 7000 kg per day of which the dry  & wet 

waste collected is 7000 kg/d. Given the population ,the 

estimated waste generated should have been  7043.22 

Kg/d,  however it is observed that the waste collection is 

marginally less than  the estimated waste generation . 

  With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality does not have  a dry waste sorting centre  

and a windrows   facility for treatment of 0.5T/d of wet 

waste , which is not adequate to cater to the wet waste 

generated as declared by the Municipality.  

 The  Municipality should  refrain from collecting waste 

from bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can 

be installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 They should  also set up an additional treatment plant of 

3.0 T per day capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF 

to handle additional 4.0 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged their own laborers to 

collect the waste and also engaged 01 contractor (details 

not specified). 

 They have 04 vehicles  (Truck + Rickshaw + Xenon) 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above no black spots were observed.  

The Municipality may monitor their areas to ensure that 

there are no black spots  by imposing fine, patrolling, 

displaying sign boards.  

 The Municipality has 1  legacy dump that is being covered 

under the GWMC bioremediation program 
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10. Pernem Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 10 wards with a population of 

5021.  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 600 kg per day of which waste collected is 

600 kg/d. Given the population ,the estimated waste 

generated should have been  2711.34 Kg/d,  however it is 

observed that the waste collection is less than  the 

estimated waste generation .  

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality has  a dry waste sorting centre of 0.06 T/d  

and a windrows   facility for treatment of 0.540 T/d of  wet 

waste , which is not adequate to cater to the waste 

generated as declared by the Municipality.  

 The  Municipality should  refrain from collecting waste 

from bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can 

be installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 They should also consider setting up of  additional 

treatment plant of 2.0 T per day capacity for 

biodegradable waste and a MRF to handle additional 2.0 T 

per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged the contractor. 

 They have 04 vehicles  (pickups). The vehicles need to 

install leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above 01 black spots were observed 
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which is being addressed . The Municipality may monitor 

these black spots by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying 

sign boards.  

 The Municipality has no  legacy dump and 1 landfill site. 

that is being covered under the GWMC bioremediation 

program 

11. Canacona Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 10 wards with a population of 

14230  

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 5000 kg per day  of  which the waste 

collected is 5000 kg/d. Given the population ,the 

estimated waste generated should have been  7684.2 

Kg/d,  however it is observed that the waste collection is 

less than  the estimated waste generation . 

  With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality does not have  a dry waste sorting centre nor  

facility for treatment of wet waste .  

 The  Municipality should  refrain from collecting waste 

from bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can 

be installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 They should  also consider setting up of  additional 

treatment capacity  of 3.5 T per day for biodegradable 

waste and a MRF to handle 4.5 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged the contractor, namely 

Bapu Env Social Service .. 

 They have Compactor and Ace and Rickshaw. The vehicles 

need to install leachate collection tanks . 
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 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the 7 black spots were observed which is 

being addressed . The Municipality may monitor these 

black spots by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying sign 

boards.  

 The Municipality has 1  legacy dump and 1 landfill site . 

that is being covered under the GWMC bioremediation 

program 

12. Sanguem Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 10 wards with a population of 

6440 

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 1500 kg per day. Out of which the dry  & wet 

waste is 1500 kg/d. Given the population ,the estimated 

waste generated should have been  3477.6 Kg/d,  

however it is observed that the waste collection is less 

than  the estimated waste generation . 

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality does not have  a dry waste sorting centre  but 

has a    vermi composting facility for treatment of wet 

waste , capacity was not available  

 The Municipality should  refrain from collecting waste from 

bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can be 

installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 They could also consider setting up of treatment plant of 

2.0  T per day capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF 

to handle additional 2.0 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 
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may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged the contractor, namely 

Bapu Env Social Service .. 

 They have Compactor and Ace and Rickshaw. The vehicles 

need to install leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above no black spots were observed  

The Municipality may monitor their areas to ensure that 

there are no black spots  by imposing fine, patrolling, 

displaying sign boards. .  

 The Municipality has no   legacy dump. 

13. Valpoi Municipal Council .  

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 10 wards with a population of 

8532 

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 3827 kg per day  which is  collected  . . Given 

the population ,the estimated waste generated should 

have been  4607.28 Kg/d,  however it is observed that the 

waste collection declared is less than  the estimated waste 

generation . 

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality has  a dry waste sorting centre of 1.5 T/d and   

windrows  facility for treatment of wet waste of 1.5 T/d, 

capacity which is not adequate to cater to the waste 

generated as declared by the Municipality.  

 The  Municipality should refrain from collecting waste from 

bulk waste generators wherever these facilities can be 

installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 
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 They could also consider setting up of additional treatment 

plant of 2.0 T per day capacity for biodegradable waste 

and a MRF to handle additional 2.0 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality have  engaged the contractor, namely 

M/s Mohammad Hatyat   

 They have 4 pickups  , details not specified . The vehicles 

need to install leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the 2  black spots were observed which is 

being addressed . The Municipality may monitor these 

black spots by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying sign 

boards.  

 The Municipality has no   legacy dump. 

14. Bicholim Municipal Council .   

 As per the reports submitted by the Municipality, the 

municipality consists of 12 wards with a population of 

16986 

 They have declared that the total quantity of waste 

generated is 6500 kg per day , of which waste collected  is 

6500 kg/d. Given the population ,the estimated waste 

generated should have been  9172 Kg/d,  however it is 

observed that the waste collection is less than  the 

estimated waste generation . 

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, the 

Municipality has  a dry waste sorting centre of 3.5 T/d and   

windrows facility for treatment of wet waste of 4.0 T/d, 

capacity which is  not adequate to cater to the waste 
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generated as declared by the Municipality.  

 In order to address this situation, the Municipality should  

refrain from collecting waste from bulk waste generators 

wherever these facilities can be installed by the bulk waste 

generators themselves. 

 They should additionally set up  a treatment plant of 5.0 T 

per day capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to 

handle 2.0 T per day. 

 The area and the technology for setting up these facilities 

may be done in consultation with DMA and GWMC. 

 The Municipality is   engaged in self collection and is 

handing over the same to  one  contractor M/s Sampurna 

Earth Environmental Solutions Pvt Ltd to operate their 

solid waste management  facility . 

 They have motorized  vehicles, details not specified.  The 

vehicles need to install leachate collection tanks . 

 They also have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above 4 black spots were observed 

which is being addressed . The Municipality may monitor 

these black spots by imposing fine, patrolling, displaying 

sign boards.  

 The Municipality has 1   legacy dump consisting of 3 piles 

of waste  that is being covered under the GWMC 

bioremediation program. 

Out of 13 Municipalities and CCP   5  Municipalities have taken 

approval of the Board for setting up of the Material Recovery Facility 

(MRF) . The construction and installation  of  MRF shed may be 

expedited at the earliest,  as per the template of GWMC 

 Village Panchayats: 
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There are a total of 191 Panchayats in Goa, 121     in North Goa and   

69   in South Goa. Some of the villages are experiencing rapid 

development such as Taleigao, Porvorim, Navelim-Salcette, Chimbel, 

St.Cruz, Merces, coastal Panchayats, Old Goa etc.  

 All the  V.P’s  are collecting dry waste  and a few 

Panchayats are collecting wet waste from single dwellings  

and bulk waste generators such as multi dwellings,  hotels 

and restaurants, street vendors etc   

 The V.P’s  have  either engaged their own laborers to 

collect the waste  or engaged contract agencies for the 

same . 

 With regards to solid waste treatment waste facilities, 

most of the V.P. do not have  wet waste treatment   

facility, hence the wet waste is uncollected  . Most of the 

village panchayats have stated that the wet waste 

generated by the waste generators is disposed either 

through self composting on site  or self disposed at source  

, details of which are not available as informed.   

 In order to address the disposal of wet waste, the Village 

Panchayat should  direct bulk waste generators  to install 

on site  composting facilities wherever these facilities can 

be installed by the bulk waste generators by themselves. 

 The dry waste is collected door to door by most of the 

village panchayats and lifted by GWMC on intimation, or 

through contracted agencies or directly to M/sHindustan 

Waste treatment Pvt Ltd, Saligao . 

 The village Panchayats of Bardez  including 3 coastal 

village panchayats of, Pernem Taluka i.e.  Arambol, 

Mandrem & Morjim  as well Taleigao of Tiswadi  send both 

wet and dry waste to M/s  Hindustan Waste treatment Pvt 

Ltd, Saligao  
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 The other Panchayats which collect wet waste include 

Chimbel, Merces , St.Cruz of Tiswadi Taluka, Cortalim, 

Sancoale , Chicalim of Mormugao Taluka and Shiroda , 

Quela of Ponda Taluka , however they do not have a 

proper wet waste treatment & disposal facility. Curti 

Khandepar of Ponda Taluka sends its wet waste to the 

windrows facility operated at Ponda Munical Council.  

 The Village Panchayats utilize their own or contracted 

vehicles  and include motorized vehicles or bicycles or 

tricycles or two wheelers or rickshaws.  The vehicles used 

for collection of waste should be in conformance to the 

GWMC requirements. The vehicles need to install leachate 

collection tanks 

 Out of 191 Panchayats , 62 V.P’s have taken approval of 

the Board for setting up of the Material Recovery Facility 

(MRF) . The construction and installation  of  MRF shed 

may be expedited at the earliest,  as per the template of 

GWMC.  

 The records of wet and  dry waste collected and disposed 

require to be maintained on a daily basis. 

 Most of the V.P’s  have a waste management plan, a daily 

collection mechanism for ward wise collection of 

segregated waste and waste disposal committee in place. 

 In addition to the above black spots were observed in  

some Village panchayts especially urbanized and coastal 

V.P’s  which is being addressed by the concerned Local 

Authority as informed .  

 The V.P’s  may monitor these black spots by imposing fine, 

patrolling, displaying sign boards thereby ensuring zero 

littering.  

 Only one  legacy  dump were observed  in Shiroda-Ponda. 
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 Taking into consideration the maximum population and for 

the purpose of defining the capacity of the waste 

treatment facilities , the following estimated waste 

generation may be considered in consultation with DoP & 

GWMC.  

1.Population < 10000: 

 Given the population ,the estimated waste generated 

should have been  5400 Kg/d. 

 They should set up  a treatment plant of < 2.5 T per day 

capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to handle < 

3.0 T per day 

2.Population > 10000 and < 20000 

 Given the population ,the estimated waste generated 

should have been  10800 Kg/d. 

 They should set up  a treatment plant of < 5.0 T per day 

capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to handle < 

6.0 T per day 

  

3.Population > 20000 

 Given the population ,the estimated waste generated 

should have been  16200 Kg/d. 

 They should set up  a treatment plant of < 7.5 T per day 

capacity for biodegradable waste and a MRF to handle < 

9.0 T per day 

The individual Panchayats  should set up  composting & MRF  facility  

of adequate capacity under the expertise of GWMC/DoP based on 

actual waste generated . 

The area and the technology for setting up these facilities may be 

done in consultation with DoP and GWMC 

3.1  GENERAL OBSERVATIONS   

3.1.1 WASTE COLLECTORS 
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Private Agencies engaged in waste collection/transportation by Local 

Authority were found to be not effectively trained  in solid waste 

handling .  

3.1.2 WASTE DEPOSITION CENTRES FOR DOMESTIC HAZARDOUS 

WASTE .It was observed that due to absence of facilities to treat 

sanitary napkins, diaper, some local Authorities have engaged in 

stocking these used wrapped napkins.  Two municipalities namely 

Cuncolim and Ponda in S,Goa District have already been granted 

Board Consent to Establish  for  Incinerators for sanitary pads , used 

diapers etc . vide Consent No. 12/2019-PCB/172488/R0001649 Date: 

21st August 2019 and  12/2019-PCB/193815/G0001755 Dated: 21st 

August 2019 respectively. The other municipalities and village clusters 

may also install the same   as per CPCB guidelines “GUIDELINES FOR 

MANAGEMENT OF SANITARY WASTE”. 

3.1.3 PROHIBITION ON  BURNING OF WASTE  

The Board has  received some  complaints of open burning , against 

which penalties have been imposed in line with the NGT  Directions  

vide OA No 199/2014 Almitra patel Vs Union of India & others dated 

22/12/16   for compliance to the Solid Waste Management Rule 2016 

at para (19) of the said order, through the respective District 

Collector. This burning of “waste” occurs possibly due to non collection 

of waste or utilization of garden waste as a heating resource e.g. 

heating waste.. The Authorities have acknowledged the difficulty in 

monitoring burning of waste and such related activity in the confines 

of their jurisdiction. 

3.1.4  WASTE TREATMENT/PROCESSING: 

The waste processing technologies observed include  composting as 

seen in single dwelling units ( e.g. Kambha, simple composting pits 

etc.)  , vermi- composting,   black soldier fly larvae composting as 

seen in a few multi dwelling units in Navelim, Salcette,  windrows  

composting as seen in  few municipalities like Cuncolim, Ponda, 
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Margao , biogas plant  as seen in Hindustan Waste Treatment Pvt Ltd, 

Mormugao  municipality.  Plastic waste is collected by GWMC  and sent 

to Vasavdatta cement plant in Karnataka for co-incineration  

3.1.5  LEGACY DUMPS. 

 There are 12 legacy dumps in the state of Goa , ,04 in CCP, 01 

Sonsoddo in Margao Municipal Council, 01 each in Mormugao, Mapuca, 

Bicholim, Pernem, Canacona and Cuncolim Municipal Council. (Please 

refer Annexure V: Legacy dumps).  Legacy dumps have also been 

observed in  Siroda-Ponda Taluka . GWMC is presently overlooking the 

bioremediation of the same . 

3.1.6 HINDUSTAN WASTE TREATMENT PVT  LTD , MSW FACILITY, 
SALIGAO 
It is  an integrated Solid waste Management Facility comprising of 

manual/mechanized sorting, material recycling centre, organic 

extrusion press , bio methanisation plant  followed by bio gas plant of 

0.3-0.4 MW , in vessel composting and sanitary landfill. The capacity 

of plant is  250 T/d, operating at a capacity of 150T/d  vide Consent to 

Operate No 12/2019-PCB/264038/R0002224 dtd 22/08/2019 valid till 

12/07/2024. There is one  legacy dump located outside the plant , 

pending bio remediation  by GWMC for which tender process was 

underway, as informed which will be  bioremediation  .  

An RDF dump site of an earlier legacy waste was found within plant 

premises 

For the month of Oct ’19 the Plant received approx. 63 T/d wet waste , 

72 T/d dry waste , 4T/d of tree waste or garden waste . However it 

has also been observed that it is accepting wet waste from a 

designated bulk waste generator INS Mahalsa i.e.470Kg/d wet waste  

. It has alsoreceived 563 K/d of wet waste from the beach cleaning 

contractor  appointed through GTDC. for the month of Sept’19 , which 

has increased to  >1000 kg/d as observed from 14/09/2019 till 

13/10/2019 as per records available. 

CCP also forwarded  approx 17 T/d of wet waste to the plant in Oct’19 
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 The solid waste compliance in Goa is   tabulated in Annex IV:  SOLID 

WASTE COMPLIANCE IN THE STATE OF GOA, for ready reference. 

 The population density was assessed in the village panchayat areas 

taluka wise  and was found to be the highest in Mormugao  taluka , 

followed Bardez  (Refer Fig 1A) but the waste generated was found to 

be  higher in Bardez as compared to Mormugao  (Refer Fig 1 B).   

Bardez  takes the lead in the per capita waste generation at 0.528 

Kg/person/day followed by Tiswadi (Fig 1C) . It may be noted that 

this waste data is an estimated value . 
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The population density in the municipalities was found to be the highest in 

, followed by the other major municipalities like Margao, Panjim 

and Ponda.  (Refer Fig 2A) but the waste generated is observed to be 
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higher  in Margao  Municipalitity  and  CCP (Refer Fig 2B) 
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 The  highest per capita waste generation is  at 1.487  Kg/person/day  in 

Curchorem and   CCP i.e. 1.249 Kg/person/day   followed by ,Mapuca, Ponda 

and Sanquelim (Fig 2C) . 
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4.0 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The DMA and DoP have given a detailed waste management plan by ULB’s 

and local village Panchayats in O/A 606/2018, which need to be adhered to 

within the given timeline  so as to achieve 100% segregation at source and 

treatment and final  disposal including non bidegradables , domestic 

hazardous, domestic biomedical etc.  Domestic hazardous, domestic 

biomedical etc.  

a. The local Authority shall  engage only trained workers for waste 

collection, and maintain  the details including attendance  concerning 

the same . 

b. The wet waste  generated with the jurisdiction of each local 

Authority shall be addressed till final disposal, with supporting 

records. 

c. Complete or  100 % segregation of waste at source in 
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appropriate  notified color coded bins  with labels  at source 

levels and directly emptied into dedicated WET waste container 

of the  authorized vehicles  for onward transfer to designated 

composting facility. 

d. Standard Operating procedures with clear Roles and Responsibilities 

with timelines  from generation to end of life or final disposal to be 

clearly defined and uploaded on the local Authority website for public 

awareness. 

e. No unit shall engage in littering or keeping its waste bins outside its 

notified  boundaries and in any public area and the same should be 

penalizable. 

f. Although, GWMC has stated that the state has  proposed the 

installation  of the solid waste management facilities at Cacora, 

Baiguinim and Verna, having  capacity of 100 TPD (+25%), 250 TPD 

(20%) and  250 TPD (+20%),respectively, in  a time line of twenty 

four months from the date of issuance of work orders.  

g. All ULB’s and panchayats need to install dry waste sorting 

centres/MRF facilities  and  in consultation  with GWMC 

h. Garden waste should be handled separately post shredding.   

i. The village panchayats located in the hinterland where bulk waste 

generators  are not present , engage in self composting and same 

may be continued as of now 

j. Identify Bulk waste generators within their jurisdiction, as defined in 

the Solid Waste Management Rules 2016  and further Define and 

implement procedures  within defined timeline  month along with Bulk 

waste generators  for the implementation of  objectives for waste 

reduction at source. 

k. Training & awareness to be imparted to the waste generators and 

handlers with the assistance of  GWMC  on waste handling and open 

burning 

l. Compost  generated may be used in the green belt development in 

the area 

m. Arrange for  a suitable weighing equipment   for waste measurement 

n. The recyclable waste to be handed over to  SPCB Authorized 
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Recyclers and  their authorized collectors   . 

o.  Refrain from collecting waste generated by bulk waste 

generators  within its jurisdiction except possibly in emergency 

condition at the discretion of the Local Authority but no more 

than 10 days .  

p. Records of the waste collected &  diposed shall be maintained. 

q. The workers engaged in   handling  waste  loads should be 

provided with health and hygiene awareness and  appropriate 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE ) like, nose masks, high 

visibility weatherproof clothing reinforced gloves to minimize 

against punctured wounds from sharp objects and identity 

cards..  

r. W.r.t waste generated by Street Vendors and Advertising 

Hoardings,  the local Authority shall define procedures for their 

related waste management till final disposal and upload the 

same on their website for awareness.. 

The  concerned Authority  shall   be responsible for the cleanliness 

and compliance to the Solid Waste Management Rules 2016, within   

their operational areas and their  related product distribution areas, 

if any. 

4.3 a WASTE COLLECTION 

All services provided by the Local Authority either through its own 

sources or through those outsourced to private agencies including 

ragpickers, should be registered with  Local Authority and the same  

should be appropriately documented and monitored  

Waste   Records should be maintained daily and submitted to the 

Board. 

.b COLLECTION VEHICLES : 

Waste Collection vehicle shall be designed approved by GWMC and 

Registered waste transport vehicles , provided with leak proof closed 

containers , leachate collecting  facilities, identification of waste, 
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Owners Name, contact no and Authorization No. , with validity should 

be clearly visible along with emergency contact no.on the side of the 

vehicle.The leachate collected should be disposed into an STP. The 

vehicles should be  clean and well maintained  .  

4.4 LEGACY DUMPS:  

Bio remediation of legacy dumps should be completed within a 

defined time frame from initiation  as per CPCB Guidelines for 

Disposal of Legacy Waste (Old Municipal Solid Waste) but  totally 

completed within the defined timeline. 

4..5 BLACK SPOTS 

The Road side waste or black spots  as observed in Annexure IV :   to 

which Directions have already been issued. It is recommended that a  

dedicated and direct helpline  to the local Authority may be 

established for the purpose of enabling waste collection of those 

unable to hand over the same in the scheduled time  . Littering is a 

recurring nuisance as most of these areas are un monitored; it is 

recommended that these spots be additionally equipped with 

awareness boards clearly depicting the ill effects of the habit of 

littering and the penalty associated with the same.  

These sites should also be   covered under possible  real time 

surveillance and Formation of  late night/early morning  squads of 

sanitation workers  who can carry out random visits  . Any violator 

should be immediately reported to the concerned Authority for 

needful action, as defined by the concerned Authorities.  Sweeping of 

public, commercial & residential areas should be carried out daily so 

as to prevent visible eyesores and should be included in the waste 

management plan schedule. 

4.6 WASTE DISPOSAL COMMITTEES (As per  26/126/DP/Scheme-

Garbage/06 ) of every local Authority comprising of   

a. The appointed Chief Officer/ Panchayat Secretary/ ( Convener)  
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(responsible for the cleanliness of his/her elected jurisdiction)) 

b. The elected Sr.Municipal Engineer/Sarpanch (responsible for 

the cleanliness of his/her elected jurisdiction))/  

c. Elected Ward Panch’s/Councilors /representatives/zone  

Members/ (responsible for the cleanliness of their respective 

wards) 

d. The Sanitary Inspector of the area from sub Health Centre 

e. Two responsible and knowledgeable persons nominated by the 

local Body from the area concerned   

f. MLA of the area as ex-officio Member 

g. A well established local NGO representative  

 It shall be the duty of the Garbage/Waste Management Committees  

to undertake and make reasonable  and effective provisions within 

the confines of the applicable laws,  to ensure satisfactory 

compliance to the Solid waste Management Rules 2016 as amended 

and related regulations within the limits of the their jurisdiction , and 

shall  include ( but not limited to)  

a. compulsory attendance at every meeting called, 

b. Recorded minutes of every meeting with  a clearly defined  

action plan , time frame for completion of job , Official allotted 

responsibility for the  concerned action plan , and the present 

status  

c. Compulsory uploading of minutes on the local Authority website 

by the local Authority , within 48 hrs of meeting being held. 

d. The said plan will be reviewed by the respective 

BDO’s/DoP/DMA who will ensure timely compliance  , by 

providing necessary/requisite support  like availability of 

resources ,  infrastructure, funds , timely decisions  etc, as 

deemed required. 
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4.7 EVENTS 

The local Authority may cover the waste management of all local 

events in their waste management plan , and grant permissions to 

such events only if they have a waste  handling and disposal plan 

and impose fines whenever violations are observed . The local 

Authority should also ensure  that the single use plastic is not used at 

such event including weekly markets. 

 

4.8 OTHER WASTE 

Waste Action Plan of the Local Authority  should include : 

a. Waste collection schedule Ward wise  & waste wise ( Dry, Wet, 

Recyclable, hazardous, domestic bio medical etc as referred in 

the Table 04  below) and storage location for further disposal 

to SPCB authorized recyclers.. 

b. The Goa Waste Management Corporation(GWMC) should assist 

in  securing the orderly establishment and development of 

waste management facilities for the management of wet and 

dry  types of wastes (e.g. solid wastes, e-waste, bio-medical 

waste, hazardous waste and any other waste). GWMC can 

organize local training programs or pictorial guidelines with the 

assistance of  GWMC with a view to motivate waste generators 

on home composting and bio-gas generation and follow up with 

recognitions/incentives through DoP & DMA.  

c. The transfer station/collection centres / Waste treatment 

facilities should be manned & fenced so that no stray animals 

will have access. 
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Table 04: TYPES OF WASTE 
 

 

 WET WASTE REUSABLE/ 

RESALEABLE 

RECYCLABLE NON-RECYCLABLE 

 Food waste Market waste  Plastic Thermocol 

 Vegetable waste Slaughter 
waste  

Paper Leather 

 Fish waste  Cardboard  Rubber 

 Animal/chicken 
Bones 

 Glass Cloth/rags 

 Garden waste   Metal  

 (Domestic) Hazardous Inert Waste 

Matter,(Pls refer 

definitions) 

 BMW SANITARY General 

 Syringes Diaper’s Ear buds C&D debris like 
concrete, 
mortar,cement etc 

 Expired 
medicines 

Sanitary Pads  Dirt/grit 

 Dressings   Ceramic 

 HAZARDOUS 

 Batteries Electronic waste:  Toxic waste  

 Penlight 

cells, etc 

 

Unused  Mobiles 

Television sets,  

and related, 

Pesticides, 

rodenticides 

and related 

 

  Tubelights, 

bulbs,CFL’s 

etc 

  

 d. A guidance document for the application and implementation of 

user fees, penalties, spot fines for littering may be defined by 

the DMS/DoP with authorized roles and responsibilities and the 

same to be  uploaded on respective websites for public 

awareness. Incentives may granted by local Authority for 

segregated waste  deposition at identified and manned waste 

collection locations 

e. The pharmacies can consider arrangement  for receipt of 
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expired medicines in consultation with the manufacturers. 

f. All single dwelling units  should be encouraged to carry out self 

composting. 

g. The construction license  should  be one standardized format 

by the concerned DMA/DoP and should clearly specify , the 

Standard Operating Procedure for Source Seggregated 

i. Solid/Civic waste  

ii. Construction and Demolition waste 

including allotment of storage areas within premises itself,  till 

final disposal  through an authorized/registered handler  .The 

local Authority should grant  construction license especially  

multi dwelling units ensuring that the units  have available all 

these facilities required prior to issuance of Occupancy 

certificate. Local Authority should maintain waste records for 

the same . 

h. During project approval, the developers of multidwelling 

housing complexes(more than 

5,000sqm)/hotels/restaurants/market Associations  will have 

to submit a plan at the time of application, meant for the 

treatment and disposal of municipal waste generated within 

their premises. 

i. The applicant/local Authority  should also ensure only the 

cement/ceramic and other  related inert  waste can be 

transported to the authorized disposal site i.e quarries, road 

embankment and the remaining should be disposed based on 

its characteristics , e.g. HDPE/PVC, iron rods  etc to be 

recycled, PoP  to scientific landfill site. 

j. The concerned waste generator  should ensure safe disposal of 

all solid waste and   the cleanliness of their respective 

operational areas. 

k. Biomass may be utilized for briquette making. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 

 The efforts being made by many local bodies for creating mass 

awareness among the citizens for ensuring proper management of 

MSW including collection, segregation, storage and transportation is 

very evident . Some good initiatives were observed in some areas 

like CCP , Navelim- village panchayat Salcette Taluka.  However, 

these  efforts require to expand to cover all wards/ localities within 

the village or municipality/CCP  . This is  hampered by other multi 

tasking responsibilities of the concerned Local Authority officials..  

Based on the  field data verified , the total waste generated in Goa is  

approx. 527281 Kg/d or 527.3 T/d. Based on the NEERI4 assessment 

of 0.54 kg/d, the total waste generated in Goa , considering the the 

projected 2011 census  population of Goa i.e 14.59 Lakhs,  is 

estimated to be  approx. 787860 Kg/d or 787.86 T/d. The average  

tourist influx  population of Goa as given in Table 03  contributes an 

additional  7.42 T/d  of solid waste generation , to the state waste 

generation quantity.  This would imply that approx. 30 % of the 

waste is unaccounted for, in the organized waste management route. 

This gap  is addressed in the report.  

The compliance status of each  Village Panchayats 

/municipalities/CCP  is  stated in Annex IV  Solid Waste Compliance 

In The State Of Goa  , but the effectiveness of the compliance can be 

improved. 

The GWMC has done a commendable job in imparting awareness, 

however the same requires to be extended  both horizontally across 

all stake holders and vertically across the hierarchy right down to the 

grass root levels . GWMC  with DoP & DMA require to guide the 

respective Panchayats and Municipalities , for handling their solid 

waste and achieving compliance  to the Solid Waste Management 

Rules 2016. Make available the   Guidelines/ Standard Operating 

procedure/ details of the MRF template /Organic waste Composting 
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Facilities (OWCF) and the maximum  storage requirement and 

retention time  on their website for ready reference by the local 

Authorities to ensure effective operation and maintenance , including 

preventive maintenance of the solid waste Management Facilities in 

the jurisdiction of the local Authority based on the waste Quantities 

generated in the said area concerned 

The increasing trends in per capita waste generation due to rapid 

urbanization  puts immense pressure on local Authorities  who are 

mandated to provide this service in India. It is observed that most  

Local Authorities  are unable to handle such huge quantities of solid 

waste due to infrastructural, financial debilities 

One of the factors affecting effective  waste disposal is the 

unavailability of waste segregation, collection  and final disposal 

infrastructures in jurisdiction of the local authority. Coupled with the 

fact , that most staff assigned to the responsibility of the Solid Waste 

Management within their allotted areas  are already multi 

tasking,with other administrative functions ,  causing a lack of focus 

on the desired end result.  

Here, the behaviours and lifestyle of inhabitant  plays a major  role.. 

The success of the Solid Waste Management Drive is possible  only 

when the major stakeholders are on the same page w.r.t awareness 

, availability of resources and a conscientious drive towards making it 

effective. 
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 CCP : Corporation of the City of Panjim 
 CPCB : Central Pollution Control Board 
 CPHEEO : Central Public Health and Environmental Engineering 

Organisation  
 CSTP : Common sewage treatment Plant (CSTP) 
 CSR : Corporate Social Responsibility. 
 CtE : Consent to establish 
 CTO : Consent to Operate 
 DMA : Department  of Municipal Administration. 
 DST : Department of Science and Technology 
 DoP : Department  of Panchayats. 
 GEDA    Goa Energy Development Agency 
 GSPCB : Goa State Pollution Control Board 
 GWMC  : Goa Waste Management Corporation 
 GSIDC : Goa State Infrastructure Development Corporation 
 H.C : High Court 
 HDPE : High-density polyethylene 
 NPC : National Productivity Council 
 MHUA  Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs, Govt. of India 
 MoEFCC : Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change , 

Govt. of India 
 MRF : Material Recovery facility 
 (NGT)   : National Green Tribunal  
 NEERI : National Environmental Engineering Research Institute  
 OWCF : Organic waste Composting Facilities 
 PVC : Polyvinyl chloride  
 PWD : Public Works Division 
 RDF : Refuse derived Fuel 
 SPCB : State Pollution Control Board 
 STP : Sewage Treatment Plant 
 SWMR  Solid Waste Management Rules ,2016 as amended 
 SWM : Solid Waste management 
 ULB : Urban Local Bodies 
 WHO : World Health Organization 
 

4 Assessment of the status of municipal solid waste management in 

metro cities, state capitals, class I cities, and class II towns in India: 

an insight.Kumar S, Bhattacharyya JK, Vaidya AN, Chakrabarti 

T, Devotta S, Akolkar AB.National Environmental Engineering 

Research Institute (NEERI), Nehru Marg, Nagpur 440 020, India 

5 http://www.searo.who.int/entity/health_situation_trends/data/chi/po

pulation-density/en/) 

7.0 ABBREVIATIONS 
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             With  great positions, come great Responsibilities! 

How these responsibilities are ethically addressed 

will determine the fate of 

our kind  

and  

Our  Environment! 

TOGETHER, WE CAN! 


